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THE IMPACT of DEMONSTRATIONS on 
FARMERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD 

FERTILIZER 1 

EVERETT M. ROGERS and A. EUGENE HAVENS~ 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this publication is to report the results of a demon
stration program in changing farm ers ' attitudes toward the use of ferti
lizer. The program studied was conducted in Miami County, Ohio, 
during the 1959 crop year. Field interviews were completed with 86 
commercial farmers in Miami County before the demonstration pro
gram; 77 of these respondents were reinterviewed after the program was 
completed. Because it was felt necessary to control on as many factors 
as possible affecting fertilizer attitudes except the demonstration pro
gram, a "control" county was selected and 40 field interviews were 
completed before, and 3 7 interviews were completed after the demon
st ration program. No fertilizer demonstration plots were conducted 
in Champaign County, Ohio, the control county. Forty seven fertilizer 
demonstration plots were completed by farmers in Miami County in 
1959. Major findings may be summarized as follows: 

1. No significant changes in attitudes toward fertilizer, knowledge 
about fertilizer, or use of fertilizer could be measured as a result of the 
fertilizer demonstration program (utilizing data gathered from the 
farmer samples before and after the demonst ration program ) . This 
finding is consistent with past investigations of information campaigns; 
no measurable change in attitudes, knowledge, or behavior has generally 
been found, at least over a relatively short period of time. 

Aggregate data on total fertilizer tonnage sales (gathered separately 
frorn farm ers' verbal reports) reported by fertilizer com panies in Miami 
and Champaign Counties, however, indicated a change in farmers' 

'Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Project State Special 88, entitled: 
The Impact of Demonstrations on Farmers ' Attitudes Toward Fertilizer. 

2Associate Professor of Rural Sociology, Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, at the Ohio State University and Ohio Agri
cultural Experiment Station; and Instructor in Rural Sociology, Ohio Agri
cultural Exper iment Station; respectively. 
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fertilizer purchases. Reasons for the inconsistent findings between 
farmers ' reported fertilizer use and aggregate sales data secured from 
fertilizer companies are difficult to explain, but may be partly due to 
( 1 ) differences in measures of fertilizer use, and ( 2) differences in the 
exact time periods covered by the two sets of data (although both were 
gathered before and after the demonstration program was conducted). 

2. Individual changes in attitudes toward fertilizer occurred dur
ing the demonstration program. Individual changes could take place 
although the aggregate balance of change was not signifiant. Those 
farmers whose attitudes became more positive had more education and 
tended to adopt farm innovations earlier. 

3. Attitudes toward fertilizer, knowledge of fertilizer, and use of 
fertilizer were found to be interrelated. Knowledge of fertilizer acts as 
an "intervening variable" between attitudes and use of fertilizer, in other 
words, attitudes toward fertilizer are not as closely related to fertilizer 
usage at higher levels of knowledge about fertilizer as at lower levels of 
knowledge 

4. Farmers who soil test averaged 67 percent higher application of 
fertilizer nutrients on corn that did farmers who do not soil test. Soil 
testing acts as an intervening variable between attitudes and use of 
fertilizer. One way to decrease the negative effect of attitudes toward 
fertilizer on fertilizer use is to encourage farmers to test their soil. 

INTRODUCTION 

The American agricultural scene is typified by rapid social change. 
In 1930, one farmer supported 10 others and by 1960 one farmer sup
ported 27 additional people. The efficiency of farming doubled in the 
past 15 years. However, if farmers were presently using the latest 
recommended practices, one farmer could support 45 people rather 
than 27. 

One recommended practice that increases farm efficiency is the 
use of fertilizer. The trend in recent years has been toward a greater 
tonnage of fertilizer sold and a heavier application per acre. However, 
farmers are not yet approaching the recommended levels of economic 
fertilizer use. A nationwide study reported that 35 percent of U.S. 
farmers were not using commercial fertilizer. 3 Agronomists and agri
cultural economists report that a vast majority of those farmers who are 
using fertilizer are not using it in optimum amounts. One study 
indicated that only nine percent of all U.S. farmers were using fertilizer 

3 National Analysts, Inc., A Study of Farmers ' Attitudes Toward the Use 
of Fertilizer, Washington, D.C., National Plant Food Institute, 1958. 
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at the amount that would g1ve them best returns m relation to other 
farm imputs. 4 

Extension workers as well as fertilizer salespeople have been greatly 
interested in raising the level of fertilizer use by American farmers. 
The present level of usage is still much below the optimum level most 
economical for crop production. However, increasing fertilizer usage 
is more than an economic problem. The farmer's attitudes toward 
fertilizer must be considered. It has generally been assumed that if 
one can change a farmer's attitudes toward fertilizer, a corresponding 
increase in fertilizer use will result. There is reason to believe, also, 
that a farmer's fertilizer use and his attitudes toward fertilizer are both 
affected by his knowledge about fertilizer. Knowledge about fertilizer 
may be an "intervening variable" since it affects the relationship bet
ween attitudes and use of fertilizer. An intervening variable is one 
which affects relationships between other related variables. 

An understanding of the interrelationships of attitudes, knowledge, 
and use is important to those persons and organizations seeking to 
change farmers' levels of fertilizer application. 

Demonstrations have long been recognized as a teaching method 
to encourage the adoption of farm innovations. The ExtensiC!rl Service 
conducted farm demonstrations as early as 1904 and Extension p'er~ort- ' 
nel make considerable use of the demonstration method today. This 
is especially true in the case of Extension teaching of agronomic prac
tices. Little. is actually known, however, about the efffectiveness of 
demonstrations in securing adoption and in changing farmers' ~ttitudes . 

The National Plant Food Institute commissioned National Ana
lysts, Inc. 5 to study farmers' attitudes toward the use of fertilizer in 
1958. One of the major objectives of this nationwide studY' was to 
determine the importance of demonstrations in securing the adoption 
of higher levels of fertilizer use by farmers." Their findings indicated: 

1. Farmers relied heavily on neighbors and relatives for informa
tion on the use of fertilizer. 

2. Demonstrations were named by 18 percent of the respondents 
as their chief source of information about what nutrients their crops 
needed. Only soil tests ( 39 percent) and own experience ( 34 percent) 
were more important than demonstrations. 

' Ibid. 
5 I bid. 
6 lbid. 
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3. Fifty four percent of the farmers said they thought demonstra
tions had some effect on farmers' use of fertilizer. Another 22 per
cent said it had a positive effect; only eight percent said it had no effect. 

4. One fourth of the farmers said they had personally visited a 
fertilizer demonstration plot. 

Wilkening and Santopolo found in North Carolina that "More 
than half of the non-demonstrators gave the name of a (TVA fertilizer) 
demonstrator as one of three or four persons visited most frequently. " 
The names of demonstrators were given more often than the names of 
non-demonstrators as a source of information about improved farm 
practices. 7 

These studies have been concerned with demonstrations as a 
source of information about farm innovations, and with the usefulness 
of demonstrations as an incentive to adoption. None of the past re
search, however, has been concerned with how to change attitudes 
toward fertilizer or the use of fertilizer. 

RESEARCH on ATTITUDE CHANGE 
There is considerable sociological research on attitude change. 

One of the most prevalent types of research has been conducted in the 
experimental laboratory by social psychologists. These studies have 
indicated that in the experimental laboratory, attitudes can generally 
be changed by improving communication concerned with the particular 
attitude under study. 

Maccoby and others pointed out that in field surveys, few attitudes 
appear to be changed by communication, while in experimental studies 
it is not uncommon for half or more of those exposed to a communica
tion to be swayed by it.R Therefore, a review of actual field studies arc 
included in the present bulletin. 

The National Opinion Research Council conducted research on 
the effect of an educational program to change attitudes toward the 
United Nations." They interviewed a random sample of residents in 

'Eugene A. Wilkening and Frank A. Santopolo, The Diffusion of Im
proved Farm Practices from Unit Test-Demonstration Farms in the Tennessee 
Valley Counties of North Carolina, Raleigh, North Carolina Agricvltural 
Experiment Station Mimeo Bulletin, 1952. 

8 N. Maccoby and others, "'Critical Periods in Seeking and Accepting 
Information", Paper presented at Cincinnati, Ohio, 1959, American Psycho· 
logical Association. 

"Shirley A. Star and Helen MacGill Huges, "Report on an Educational 
Campaign: The Cincinnati Plan for United Nations", American Journal of 
Sociology, 55: 389-400, 1950. 
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Cincinnati, Ohio, in September, 194 7, to determine the respondents' 
attitudes toward the United Nations. Immediately after the first inter
views, a six months' educational campaign was launched through 
various newspapers, meetings, and other media. E ighty percent of 
the respondents interviewed in September were re-interviewed in March 
to determine attitude change. This " before" and "after" study indi
cated tha t the creation of interest is the first step in building public 
opinion and only thereafter will information be absorbed. Attitudes 
toward the U nited Nations did not change as a rcsut of the information 
campaign. 

Another before-after study of attitudes concerned the Bikini atomic 
tests in 1946. 10 Random samples of the adult population of the U nited 
States were interviewed in June (before the Bikini tests) and in August 
(after the tests). The major finding of the Bikini study was that know
ledge possessed by the public has a major effect upon attitude change. 

A third longitudinal study on the effect of an educational cam
paign on attitudes toward mental health in Canada was completed 
by C umming and Cumming. u A six month educational program in 
195 1 was designed to inform the residents of Prairie Town, Canada, 
about mental health. Questionn aires were administered to local re
spondents before and after the educational program. The data reveal
ed no appreciable cha nge in ( 1 ) beliefs about rnental illness, or ( 2) 
attitudes toward the mentally ill. The researchers concluded ( ] ) that 
mass media channels of communi cation were less effective in changing 
attitudes than group activities, and ( 2) that the respondents were 
motivated toward lea rning only what they felt was important to them. 

H yman and others a ttempted to determine why informa tion cam
paigns fa il. 1

" Their evidence, obta ined from national samples, indi
cated tha t people tend to expose themselves to information which is in 
agreement with their prior attitudes. Individuals also tend to avoid 
exposure to information not congeni al with their prior a ttitudes. The 
a uthors li sted fi ve reasons why att itudes do not change with increased 
information: ( 1) there exists a ha rd co re of " know nothings" who 

'"Leonard S. Cottrell , Jr. and Sylvia Eberhart, American Opinion on 
World Affairs , Princeton, N .J., Princeton University Press , 1948. 

11 John Cumming and Elaine Cumming, " Mental Health Education in a 
Canadian Commuity", in Benjamin D. Paul (ed.), Health , Culture and Com
munity, N.Y., Russell Sage Foundation , 1955, pp. 43-60. 

12Herbert Hyman and others, " Some Reasons Why Attitude Campaigns 
Fail, " Public Opinion Quarterl y, 11 :412-423 , 1947. 
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a re extremely hard to reach, ( 2 ) people who a re already interested 
acquire the most inform ation, ( 3 ) people seck information congenial 
to their prior attitudes, ( 4) people interpret the same inform ation dif
ferently, and ( 5) information does not necessarily change attitudes. 
Hyman and others concluded that the success of campaigns does not 
rely simply on increasing the flow of inform ation. Social and psycho
logical ba rriers to a ttitude change must also be considered .' " 

The studies reviewed generally indicate that a ttitudes a re ve ry 
difficult to change and that interest and knowledge are crucial con
siderations before attitudes can be changed . A basic assumption 
throughout the present bulletin is that attitudes affect fertilizer use. 

PURPOSE 

The present bulletin is prima rily concerned with reporting the 
effectiveness of a demonstration program in changing attitudes about 
the use of fertilizer. The objectives are : 

1. T o determine the extent of change in a ttitudes toward fertilizer 
as a result of a demonstra tion program. 

2. T o determine the extent of changes in knowledge about fertilizer 
and use of fertili zer as a resul t of a demonstration program. 

3. T o determine the extent to which attitudes toward fertili zer 
affect the relationship between knowledge and use of fertilizer. 

4 . T o determine the characteristi cs of those farm ers with attitude 
change. 

METHODOlOGY 

The present study utili zes an experimental design which perm itted 
control on many factors which might have affec ted the findin gs. Two 
areas were chosen on the basis of their sim ila rity. One of these was 
designated as the " treatm ent '" a rea and the other was the non-treatment 
or "control" area. This is the same research design used by the agrono
mist when he measures the effect of fertili ze r by applying it to one of 
two plots which a re alike in all other respects. The difference in yield 
of the two plots is a ttributed to the effect of the fertili zer. 

Two Ohio counties were chosen as the study areas. In the treat
ment county, an intensive fertilize r demonstra tion program was con
ducted. In the control county, there was no demonstration program . 
Figure l shows the resea rch design for the present study. It was felt 
that a control county was needed due to the increasing usc of fertilizer 

'"For exampl e, see W o lter McKain and others, Campaigns to Increase 
the Milk Consumption of Older Persons, Storrs, Connecticut, Storrs Agricul
tural Experiment Station Bulletin 344, (No date). 
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Before 
(1958) 

x, 
Attitude toward fertilizer 
in Miami County before 
demonstration prog;:;:;;;:;-

y, 

Attitude toward fertilizer 
in Champaign County before 
demonstration program __ _ 

After 
(1960) 

x, 
Attitude toward fertilizer 
rn Miami County after 
demonstration progr=;;;:;;-

y , 

Attitude toward fertilizer 
in Champaign County after 
demonstration program 

Difference 

(y, - y ,) 

Change in fertilizer attitudes due to demonstration program (X,- x,J - (y, - Y,J 

y ,) 

y,) 

How well counties are matched 

Changes occurring in attitudes without effect of 
demonstration program 

Fig. 1 .-Research design utilized in the present study 

and more favorable attitudes toward fertili ze r which would normally 

occur over a two year period. By utilizing a control county, the effect 

of other factors besides the main treatment ( the demonst ration pro

gram )" could be red uccd. 

''For a complete discussion of the present design, see Samuel A. 
Stouffer, "Some Observations on Study Design", American Journal of 
Sociology, 55 :335-361, 1950. It is not claimed that the present research 
design is any but the simplist type that includes a before-after measure
ment with a control; however, few of the studies reviewed in the previous 
section on attitude change featured both a before-after measurement and 
a control sample. 
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The "treatment" area was Miami County, located in West Central 

Ohio (Figure 2). Forty seven fertilizer demonstration plots were com

pleted in this county. The control area was Champaign County, 

located just east of Miami County. No demonstration plots were 

located in Champaign County during the 1959 crop year. The extent 

of similarity of the two areas is shown in Table 1 for several important 

economic and social characteristics. 

Fig. 2.-Location of treatment and control counties 
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Table 1.-Comparison of Respondents in the Experimental and Control 
Counties 

Characteristics of Respondents 

1. Average number of acres farmed in 1958 

2. Average number of acres owned in 1958 

Champaign 
County 

3. Percent farmers working off-farm more than 1 00 days 

188 

96.6 

15% 
9.6 

44.7 

3.35 

116 

4. Years of education 

5. Average age 

6. Average social status rating 

7. Fertilizer nutrients per acre on corn lin pounds) 

Miami 
County 

156 

99.7 

31% 
9.5 

49.1 

3.32 
105 

In addition, both counties are generally similar as to soil type 
(Miami series), number of soil tests since 1950, main crops grown, 
location of fertilizer plants, and presence of ethnic groups. 

THE SAMPLES 
Interviews were conducted with respondents from both the treat

ment and control counties before and after the 1959 crop year (the year 
of the fertilizer demonstrations in the treatment area). 

The "Before" Sample 
Random area samples in both the treatment and control counties 

were selected and all farm homes in the selected areas (Figures 3 and 4) 
were contacted in December, 1958. Interviews were completed with 
all farmers operating 20 acres or more who could be contacted in three 
farm calls. The interviewers were undergraduates, graduate students, 
and faculty members in rural sociology. A training session was con
ducted for the interviewers to acquaint them with the research design 
and the interview schedule. 

Eighty six farmers were interviewed in the treatment county 
(Miami). Th:s was 3.8 percent of all farms in Miami County accord
ing to the 1955 Census. Forty farmers were interviewed in the control 
county (Champaign) . This was 2.1 percent of all farms according 
to the 1955 Census. Hereafter, these samples will be referred to as 
the "treatment county before sample" and the "control county before 
sample" respectively. 

Families in the sample areas not interviewed were those farming 
less than 20 acres, those not home after three interviewer calls, and 
refusals. Data were obtained as to existing attitudes and use of ferti
lizer, attitudes toward demonstrations, and other characteristics of the 
farms. The average length of the research interviews was about one 
hour. 
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The Treatment 

During the 1959 crop year, 4 7 Miami County farmers carried out 

meadow and corn ferti lizer demonstration plots."' The plots on corn 

were at least eight corn rows in width ac ross the field . Fertilize r was 

applied a t three levels : ( 1 ) the fa rmers' normal rate of fertili zation, 

( 2 ) the amount recommended by soil tests, and ( 3) the soil test recom-

" Fifty-two farmers started demonstrat ions, however, five fai led to 

comp lete them. For a complete discussion of the demon st rat ion prog ram 

see Ev erett M . Rogers and Frank 0 . Leuthold , Demonstrators and the Dif

f usion of Ferti l izer Pract ices, Wooster, Oh io Agricu ltura l Experiment Station 

Research Bu l let in, (in p ress). 

.1. 

/0 II -
~ .. 

~;I. - lS' ,. Ill 
.:13 - 1~, 

"~ 
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• ~~ 

"" 16 .. ~ 17- ~~ 

.... I 
l' 

3' • • I' 3f 'IJ 

I 3'f 

~30 , • 
ll o 1113/ 

Fig. 3,- Sample areas in Miam i County 
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mendation levels plus 50 pounds of nitrogen per acre. A kernel spacing 

of seven inches and a planting speed not to exceed five miles per hour 

were also specified for the demonstrators. Some farmers, in addition, 

also used their normal rate of kernel spacing along with their normal 

rate of fertilization to compare results between the two levels of plant 

population. 

The fertilizer demonstration plots on meadow were at least four 

drill or spreader widths across the fi eld. The crop preferred was al

falfa . Fertilizer was applied at two levels: ( 1) the farmers' normal 

rate of fertilizer, and ( 2) the amount recommended by so il tests. 

The hay yield checks were made a few days before harvest. The 

corn yields were checked during October, before the corn was harvested. 

Road signs were printed and placed on the farmers' demonstration 

plots in prominent locations in June, 1959. These signs were 28 inches 

by 44 inches in size with lettering in green on a bright yellow bckground. 

In addition to road signs, other attempts were made to publicize 

the demonst rations. .-\ May tour of hay and corn demonstrations on 

three farms was held. During .-\ugust, a special tour of the two demon-

IS 

I 
~ 

.,, 
I 0 

Fig . 4.-Sample areas in Champaign County 
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strations was held for fertilizer industry personnel. Corn yield tours 
were held in October for other demonstrators and the general public. 
A banquet for the demonstration farmers was held in November at 
which the results from the demonstration plots were presented. As a 
result of these publicity techniques, the majority ( 71 percent ) of Miami 
County farmers were aware of the demonstrations. 

The demonstration plots were the treatment in Miami County 
The control county ( Cham paign) did not have demonstrat ion plots. 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the demonstration plots and 
their concomitant effect upon farmers' a ttitudes toward fertilizer, both 
the experimental and control coun ties were restudied in 1% 0. 

The Restudy Samples 

During March and April of 1960, 77 of the original 86 farmers 
in the treatment county " before" sample were reinterviewed . Nine 
respondents could not be rein terviewed for the following reasons: ( 1 ) 
four refused to be reinterviewed, ( 2) four had taken non-farm jobs and 

Photo 1 .-Road signs 28 by 44 inches were placed on 
demonstration plots 
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were no longer engaged in farming, and ( 3) one could not be con
tacted after five visits to his farm. 

Thirty seven of the original 40 farmers in the control county before 
sample were reinterviewed. Three could not be reinterviewed because 
they were no longer farming. 

The Demonstrator Sample 
The demonstrator farmers in Miami County were also interviewed 

after completing their demonstration plots. Demonstrators were sel
ected by the Miami County Extension Agronomy Committee. The 
committee members nominated neighbors and friends they felt might 
be willing to cooperate in a demonstration program. The county agent 
sent those nominated a letter explaining the proposed demonstration 
program and a return postcard. The first 52 farmers to respond were 
included in the county demonstration program due to the limited size 
of the demonstration program. 

The demonstrators were interviewed during December, 1959, after 
the completion of their demonstration plots, but before most meetings 
had been conducted on the demonstration results. The demonstrators 
in this program are probably somewhat similar to farmers selected as 
demonstrators in other demonstration programs. 

MEASURING ATTITUDES TOWARD FERTILIZER 

The present bulletin is concerned with farmers' attitudes toward 
fertilizer and factors related to these attitudes. Therefore, construc
tion of an objective measure of attitudes toward fertilizer was necessary. 

The atti tude toward fertilizer scale consisted of eight items. Scale 
items two, three, four and five were used by Beal and Bohlen to deter
mine farmers' attitude toward fertilizer." ' Item one was used by Na
tional Analysts, Inc.," in a nationwide study of farmers. Six of the 
eight items utilized were of a sentence completion nature. This type 
of projective technique was utilized in order to secure a more accurate 
response. Projective items are generally regarded as one method of 
avoiding bias from socially acceptable answers. 

Judges were used to sco re responses to the attitude toward fertilizer 
scale. Three judges scored the scale item responses as either favorable, 
neutral, or unfavorable by using the criteria shown in Table 2. The 
judges were familiar with the fertilizer demonstration program and 
- - ------------------

'"George M. Beal and Joe M . Bohlen, ··Dealer and Farmer Attitudes 
and Actions Toward Fertilizer", Paper presented to National Plant Food 
Institute Chicago, February, 1958. 

17National Analysts, op. cit. 
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Table 2.-ltems in the Attitude Toward Fertilizer Scale 

Scale Item* 

1. As you moy know, there is some d isagreement as to whether commercia l fertilizer 

or animal manure are best. If you had a choice between unlimited amounts of animal 

manure or commercial fertilizer for your farm, which would you choose? 

2. li the cost per pound of nutrients were the same, which wou ld you choose? Why? 

3. Complete these statements in your own words. The th ing I like most about fert i-

li zer is ---------------------------------

4. The thing I dislike most about ferti l izer is ----------------

5. I"d use more fertilizer but ---------------------

6. When I use fertilizer, the thing I worry about most is -----------

7. I prefer low-ana lysis fertilizer because I----------------
8. I don't always follow soil test recommendations because 

9. Some farmers say the chemicals in fertilizer have burned their crops. Do you 

think there have been harmful affects of fertilizer on crops? 

*Each item was scored by the judges as favorable , 3 points; neutral, 2 points, unfavor
able, 1 point. 

the nature of attitudes toward fertili zer but not with the indentity of 
the respondents. Robinson's measure of agreement ( "A") was utilized 
to determine the agreement among judges.'' The judges' agreement 
was generally high (Table 3 ) and indicates that relatively unstructured 
responses to projective questions can be independently ~cored with high 
agreement. 

Reliability of the attitude toward fertilizer scale was determined 
by the test-retest method ( r= -f-.49). Unidimensionality, determined 
by the Guttman technique, was 78 percent wh:ch is less than the 90 
percent usually req uired. Internal consistency, as measured by item
to-total-score correlations, ranged from -f-.25 to -f- .66. 

HOW WELL DID the EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN WORK? 

Only three of the 37 respondents in the control county reported 
they had visited a dernonstration program in the treatment county 
(while 55 of the 77 respondent in the treatment county were aware 
of the demonstrations). Two additional resp~ndents indicated they 
had visited fertilizer demonstra tions other than those in the treatment 
county. Therefore, a total of 13 percent of the respondents in the 
control county had visited fertilizer demonstration plots during the 1959 
crop year. 

1'W. S. Robinson, "The Statistical Measure of Agreement", American 
Sociological Review, 22:17-25, 1957. 
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Table 3.-Agreement of Judges in Scoring Attitude Toward Fertilizer 
Responses 

Judge A 
Judge B 
Judge C 

Robinson's Measure of Agreement 

Judge A Judge B 

.94 

Judge C 

.9 1 

.85 

Several of the 1960 respondents indicated, when reinterviewed, 
that they had never been inte rv iewed before about fertilizer (although 
they actually had been). It a ppeared tha t the "educational" effect of 
the 1958 interviews was minimal. The 1958 sample of farm ers in both 
the treatment and control counties were not informed that the demon
strations were to be cond ucted , nor were they told that they were to 
be interviewed again at a la ter date. 

In summary, five of the 37 respondents in the control county had 
contact with demonstra tion plots during the 1959 crop year. The 
educational effect of the origi nal interv iews appeared to be minimal on 
the basis of remarks made in the reinterviews. 

CHANGES in ATTITUDES TOWARD FERTILIZER 

The present study reports findings from a before-after study of 
changes in farmers ' a tt itudes, use, and knowledge about fertilizer in 
two counties of Ohio. Miami County, the treatment county, was 
exposed to a fertili zer demonstration program for one year. C ha m
paign County, the control county , was not so exposed. Interviews 
were completed in both co unties before and after the demonst ra tion 
program . Therefore, it was possi ble to measure the respondents' a tti
tudes toward fertili zer prior to and aft er the demonstration program 
for both the trea tment and control co unty. 

Table 4 indicates that the cha nge in attitudes toward fertili ze r was 
negative but relatively small.' " T he treatment county was cha racter
ized by less favorable attitudes toward fertili zer than the control coun ty 

l!'The attitude towa rd fertilizer scales a dmini stered in the 1958 and 
1960 interviews were scored by the judges at the sam e t ime with identical 
criteria . Therefore, attitude change cou ld not be attributed to the judging 
procedure. 
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both before and after the fertilizer demonstration. When average atti
tude toward fertilizer scores in Table 4 were tested by a two-way analy
sis of variance, no significant differences were found ( 1) between the 
respondents' attitudes before the treatment and after the treatment, 
or (2) for interaction between counties and years."0 

Table 4.-Average Attitude Toward Fertilizer Scores for the Treatment and 
Control County Before and After the Fertilizer Demonstration Program 

County Before 
(1958) 

Year 

After 
(1960) 

Differences in 
Average Score 

------ ------------- - ------·-·----··-··--

Treatment County 

Control County 

15.63 

16.32 

Differences in Average Scores -0.69 

15.30 

16.20 

-0.90 

-0.3 3 

-0.12 

-0.21 

Two possible reasons may explain the lack of attitude change. 
The relatively short period of time ( 16 months) between the before
after interviews may not have given a sufficient amount of time for 
a measurable attitude change to occur. Past research is consistent 
in indicating that attitudes do not change in measurable amounts dur
ing most opmton campaigns. An individual's attitudes are evidently 
quite stable and change only over a relatively long period of time and 
then only after considerable communication contact. 

INDIVIDUAL CHANGE IN ATTITUDES TOWARD FERTILIZER 

Although there was no significant change in attitudes toward 
fertilizer for the total sample of farmers in the present analysis, the 
data did not indicate that no change in attitudes toward fertilizer took 
place during the experiment. Twenty five farmers in the treatment 
county had a positive attitude change ranging from one to five points 
higher in their attitude toward fertilizer score. Twelve farmers' atti
tudes remained constant during the before-after interval as measured 
by the scale. Thirty eight farmers displayed a negative change in 

2°F ratio for year is 0.44 and for interaction is 0.29 which is less than 
the 3 .88 required for significance at the five percent level with one and 
220 degrees of freedom. F for county is 4.35 which is greater than the 
3 .88 required for significance at the five percent level. 
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Table 5.-Relationship of Farmer Characteristics to Attitude Toward 
Fertilizer Change 

Level Attitude Change 
of Associated 

Farmer Characteristics Correlation Significance with: 

l. Education -1- .3 5 1% High &:lucation 

2. Adoption -of· Farm-Practices Scores + .24 5% Early Adoption 

3. Opinion Leadership -.20 Not Significant Not Associated 

4. Social Status + .07 Not Significant Not Associated 

attitudes toward fertilizer during the demonstration program m the 
treatment county. 

Attitude change was not found to be related to contact with 
demonstrators in the treatment county. Analysis of variance indicated 
no differences in attitude change on the basis of audience contact 
or non-contact with demonstrators. 2 1 Correlation between attitude 
change and contact with demonstrators (when regarded as continuous 
variables) was not significant. "2 Contact with demonstrators had 
no direct effect on individual attitude change. 

Do farmers whose attitudes toward fertilizer changed positively 
during the demonstration program differ from those farmers whose 
attitudes changed in a negative direction? The farm er who rents 
might be influenced by his landlord, either favorably or unfavorably, 
towards fertilizer. However, no significant difference was found be
ween attitude change and owner-renter status. 23 

Attitude change was not significantly related to knowledge of 
fertilizer (Figure 5) . 24 

Other characteristics of the farmers in the treatment county were 
related with attitude change (Table 5) . Farmers with relatively more 
education had a more favorable attitude change, as did farmers who 
adopt new farm practices relatively early. Attitude change was not 

" 'F is zero which is not significant. 
22Correlation is .07, which is not significant. 
2aF is 2.66, which is less than the 3.98 required for significance at the 

five percent level with one and 75 degrees of freedom. 
2 4F is 1.25, which is less than the 3.98 required for significance at the 

one percent level with one and 75 degrees of freedom. 
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found to be significantly rela ted to either opinion leadership or social 

status. 

CHANGES in FERTILIZER USE 

REPORTED by FARMERS 

Level of fertili ze r use, measured by pounds of nutri ents appli ed 

per ac re on corn, was determined before and after the demonstration 

program for both the treatment county and the control county. Thus, 

it was possible to determine if the level of fertili ze r usage (as reported 

by fa rmers) increased more in the treatment cou nty than in the con

trol county (Table 6 ) . 

Table 6 indicates that the change in fertili zer use was relatively 

small for both counties. vVhen tested by a two-way analysis of vari

ance, no significant differences were found ( 1) between respondents' 

Attitude 
Change 

Positive 
Change 

No 
Change 

Negative 
Change 

0 

3.9. 

2 3 4 

Knowledge of Fertilizer 

Fig. 5 .-Relationship between attitude change and knowledge 
about fertilizer 
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Table 6.-Average Fertilizer Usage Reported by Farmers for the Treatment 
County Before and After the Fertilizer Demonstration Program 

County 

Trea tm e nt Cou nty 

Contro l County 

Differences in Average Score 

Year 

Before 
(1958) 

104.9 

124.3 

-19.4 

After Differences in 
(1960) Average Score 

109. 2 + 4 .3 

11 9.2 -5. 1 

-10.0 +9 .4 

use of fertili ze r before and after the treatment, ( 2 ) between counti es, 
or ( 3) for interaction between counti es and years."" 

REPORTED by FERTILIZER COMPANIES 

Another measure of fertilizer use was utili zed in the present study 
in addition to that secured from the random samples of farmers in 
Miami and Champaign Counties. The aggregate tonnage of mixed 
fertilizer materials sold in both counties before and after the 1959 crop 
year was obtained from fertili zer com panies (Table 7). The sales 
figures indicate a 44 percent increase in mixed fertilizer sales in Miam i 

Table 7.-Aggregate Mixed Fertilizer Sales Reported By Fertilizer Com
panies for the Treatment and Control County Before and After the 
Fertilizer Demonstration Program 

Total Tonnage Fertilizer Sales 
- --- --- - -- . Differ·ence Percentage 
Before After in tonnage increase in 

County (Fall, 1958, (Fall, 1959, fertilizer tonnage ferti-
and Spring, 1959) and Spring, 1960 sales lizer sales 

Treatment County 10,794 15 ,490 4,696 44 % 
Control County 11 ,24 0 13,374 2, 134 19 % 

County, and a 19 percent increase in mixed fertili ze r sales in Cham
paign County from 1958-59 to 195 9-60."n A three percent increase 

""F for year is 0.02, for county is 2 .11, and for interaction is 0.39, 
w hich is less than the 3 .88 required for significance at the fi ve percent level 
with one and 220 degrees of freedom. 

2uThe major fertilizer companies selling fertilizer in Miami and Cham
paign Counties were asked to provide these data on a confidential basis 
to the project staff. 
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per county occurred in Ohio during the same time period. Hence, it 
can be concluded that mixed fertilizer tonnage sales, as reported by 
fertilizer companies, increased more in the treatment county than in 
the control county or in Ohio. 

Why did fertilizer use, as reported by farmers, not increase signifi
cantly as a result of the demonstration program while mixed fertilizer 
sales, as reported by fertilizer companies, increased as a result of the 
demonstration program? There are several possible explanations for 
these apparently inconsistent findings. 

1. The measure of fertilizer use differed. The level of fertilizer 
use reported by farmers was measured in terms of pounds of nutrients 
applied per acre on corn. The measure of fertilizer use reported by 
fertilizer companies, of course, was in terms of aggregate tonnage sales 
in the two counties. The aggregate sales data do not indicate how 
much of the fertilizer sold was utilized on corn and how much on other 
crops. 

2. The measures of change in fertilizer use covered two slightly 
different time periods although both were secured before and after the 
demonstration program. The farmers reported their fertilizer use for 
the 1958 crop season and planned for the 1960 crop season (when they 
were interviewed in the spring of 1960). The aggregate sales figures 
were reported by the fertilizer companies for the fall of 1958 and spring 
of 1959, and for the fall of 1959 and the spring of 1960. 

Nevertheless, the inconsistent findings from the two sources of data 
on change in fertilizer use cannot be completely explained. There 
is a need for future research efforts to determine the relative accuracy 
of fertilizer use as reported by farmers and by fertilizer companies. 

CHANGES in KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FERTILIZER 
The degree of knowledge about fertilizer was determined before 

and after the demonstration program for both the treatment county 
and the control county."' It was possible to determine if the level of 
knowledge about fertilizer increa~cd more in the treatment county than 
in the control county (Table 8). 

Knowledge about fertilizer increased in both the treatment and 
control county,"' but not by a significant amount."a The significant 
difference in knowledge about fertilizer from 1958 to 1960 indicates 

27 Knowledge about fertilizer was measured by a six item scale. Typi
cal items were, "If the price of a mixture of 3-12-12 is $50 per ton, and 
the price of 6-24-24 is $80 per ton, which is the best buy?" and " How 
may potash deficiency symptoms be recognized? 
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Table B.-Average Knowledge About Fertilizer Scores for the Treatment 
and Control County Before and After the Fertilizer Demonstration 
Program 

Year 

County Before After Differences in 

(1958) (1960) Average Scores 

Treatment County 3.08 3.52 + 0.44 

Contro l County 3 .58 4.02 + 0 .44 

Differences in Averag e Scores -0.50 -0.50 0.00 

that knowledge increased. However, there was no significant differ

ence between counties. Therefore, fertilizer konwledge increased m 

both counties, hut not as a result of the demon~tration program. 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FERTILIZER as 
an INTERVENING VARIABLE 

The interrelationships among attitudes, knowledge, and use of 

fertilizer are shown in Table 9. Significant relationships exist between 

the three variables: attitudes, knowledge, and use. It was hypothe

sized earlier in the present publication that knowledge might be an 

intervening variable between a ttitudes toward fertilizer and use. The 

intervening effect of knowledge is diagrammed in Figure 6. Partial 

correlation was computed to determine if knowledge affects the rela

tionship between attitudes and use of fertilizer. :w 

~" Part of the increase in knowledge about fertilizer could have resul
ted from the educational effect of the first interview. 

"nF ratio for county is 3 .33 and for interaction is zero. These values 
are less than the 3.88 required for significance at the five percent level 
with one and 220 degrees of freedom . F ratio for year is 5.83 which is 
gJeater than the 3.88 required for significance at the five percent level. 

'
10Partial correlation is a technique whereby the effect of one variable 

is mathematically controlled (or removed) while examining the relationship 
between two other variables. In the present case, the effect of knowledge 
was mathematically controlled in order to determine the relationship bet
ween attitudes toward fertilizer and use when the effect of knowledge was 
r~moved. 
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+ .49 Attitudes 
Toward 
Fertilizer 

Without Knowledge Controlled r 
---------------------- Fertilizer ~r 

Use • ~ 

Attitudes With Knowledge Controlled r oc~ .+ .27 

Toward ----------,r----------- Fertilizer 
Use Fertilizer (Mathematically 

removing the effect 
of knowledge) 

Knowledge about Fertilizer 
(Intervening variable) 

Fig. 6.-lntervening effect of knowledge on the relationship between' 
attitudes toward fertilizer and use 

Table 9.-lnterrelationships Among Attitudes, Knowledge, and 
Use of Fertilizer 

Attitudes Toward Fertilizer 

Knowledge About Fertilizer 

Attitudes 
Toward 
Fertilizer 

Knowledge 
About 
Fertilizer 

.45** 

Use of 
Ferti
lizer 

.49 ** 

.62*. 

--------------- -----------·--- -
• *Sign ificant at the one percent level 

Figure 6 indicates tha t when the effect of knowledge about fertilizer 

is controlled the relationship between attitudes and use decreases from 

+ .49 to + .27. When the difference in these two correlations was 

tested for significance, it was found that knowledge about fertilizer 

significantly affected the relationship between attitudes and use. 31 In 

practical terms, this finding indicates that attitudes toward fertilizer 

are not as closely related to fertilizer use when knowledge about ferti-

"'The standard score for difference between the two correlations is 
21 .58 which is greater than the 2 .58 required for significance at the one 
percent level. 
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lizer increases. In other words, when farmers lack adequate know
·· · ledge about fertilizer, their attitudes (favorable or unfavorable) partly 

determine their fertilizer use. 

SOIL TESTS AFFECT ATTITUDE and USE 
Soil testing is one way in which farmers gain accurate knowledge 

, about how much fertilizer is needed. 3 2 Farmers who soil test were 
found to apply much heavier applications of fertilizer. The average 
pounds of fertilizer nutrients applied per acre on corn is 83.5 for the 

·_ 23 farmers who do not soil test and 139.0 for the 48 farmers who soil 
. test. 00 Those who soil test apply 67 percent more fertilizer nutrients 

per acre. 

; , 

Does soil testing act as an intervening variable between attitudes 
and use of fertilizer? Table 10 indicates that there is no relationship 

j . 

Table 10.-Soil Testing as an Intervening Variable Between Attitudes 
and Use of Fertilizer 

Farmers Who Soil 
Test 

!N=50) 

Correlation between attitudes and use .00 

Farmers Who do Not 
Soil Test 
(N=36) 

+ .3!** 

··t: **Significant at the one percent level. 

-'· between attitudes and use for farmers who soil test; however, for those 
who do not soil test, there is a significant relationship between attitudes 
and use. 34 This finding is particularly important for change agents 
who are striving to increase fertilizer usage. It appears that one way 
to decrease the effect that attitudes have upon fertilizer usage is to en
courage farmers to test their soil. 

.. -- ---------- --
3 ~ Knowledge about fertilizer scores and soil testing are highly related. 

Correlation is .54, which is more than the .28 required for s.ignificance at 
the one percent level. 

30These data come from the original interviews in the treatment county 
with those 76 farmers who raised corn as their major crop. 

34 ln Table l 0, N is 86 since all farmers interviewed could have soil 
tested. The ten farmers who do not raise corn as a major crop could soil 
test for wheat and meadow. 
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A SUGGESTED STRATEGY of CHANGE 

The present bulletin has shown that attitudes, use, and knowledge 

of fertilizer are highly interrelated. It has also been demonstrated that 

knowledge about fertili zer is an intervening variable in the relationship 

between attitude and use of fertilizer. In a practical sense, the present 

study suggests a "dynamic" factor in changing fertilizer usage. The 

dynamic factor is knowledge about fertilizer. Since knowledge about 

fertilizer is probably easier to increase than a change in attitudes, 

change agents might utilize this indirect approach in attempting to 

increase the level of fertilizer usage. 
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